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MU MSCA Work Programme
2021-22 Launch
Prof Markus Helfert detailed his
experiences of coordinating MSCA
Actions at the MU MSCA 2021-22
Launch this month. Contact us now if
you are interested in learning more
about funding opportunities that are
currently available.
Watch Now

Cyber Security Summit 2021
In response to the overwhelming demand for a
strategic platform to discuss the cyber security
challenges organisations face today, the
Business Post Live and iQuest are delighted
to announce the launch of the Inaugural Cyber
Security Summit, which will take place as a
fully virtual event experience on Tuesday 5th
October. Hear from the CIOs and CISOs from the
HSE, Ervia, AIB, Ornua and more. As partners of
the event, IVI networks can receive 20% off
using the code IVI20 upon registration online.
Register Now



Digital Retail Cluster: How can older
adults shop online in the future?
The hugely impactful article from the
Digital Retail Cluster which discussing
the optimal design for older online
shoppers was highlighted in various
news outlets this week.
Read now

Digital Health Cluster: Lero Annual
Summit 2021
Dr Marco Alfano will be presenting
updates on the RIPE project:
Responsible AI for Person Empowerment
on Health and Wellbeing to the Lero
Annual Summit
Find out more about the
cluster

Welcome to Our New Members
We would like to welcome the new
members of the IVI Consortium Medtronic, Vigitrust and Beauty Buddy.
Become an IVI
Member

IVI Autumn Webinar Series 2021 Coming Soon
We have an exciting line up of webinars
coming this autumn. Kicking off with an
exciting group of experts in Collective
Intelligence on September 16th.
Find out
more

IVI Coffee&Talk kicking off again
Our very successful IVI Coffee&Talk
Series will be kicking off 1.30pm Thurs,
Sept 16th. These sessions focus on direct
and open discussion with researchers
on their current work.
Watch now
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